Answer Key

Unit 1 (pages 1–38)

Part 1

Getting Started (pages 2–3)
1. Wal-Mart, Merck, Walt Disney. Answers will vary.
2. Answers may include hospitals, clubs, organizations, schools, cities, governments, etc.
3. Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Skimming (page 4)
1. a
2. a
3. b

Practice Activity: Keeping a Vocabulary Log (page 6)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Power (page 7)
1. f
2. d
3. e
4. h
5. b
6. g
7. c
8. a

Practice Activity: Re-Reading (page 11)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 12)
1. a
2. d

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 13)
Answers will vary.
Practice Activity: Paraphrasing (pages 16–17)
Some suggested answers are listed. More than one answer is possible.

1. Answers may include: excellent: great, superb, wonderful; missions: goals, intentions, objectives

2. Answers may include: achieving the goal: winning, succeeding; before this decade is out: soon, quickly, within 10 years

3. Answers may include: compelling in its own right: very interesting even without being compared to others; easily understood by everyone: understood with ease by all people

4. Answers may include: different: differ, difference; compelling: compelled, compel

5. Answers will vary.

6. Answers will vary.

Short Writing Tasks (page 18)
Answers will vary.

Part 2

Getting Started (page 19)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: What Do You Already Know? (page 21)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Annotating (page 23)
Some suggested information for annotating is underlined. More than one answer is possible.

1. People always look at the leader when they want to take the pulse of an organization. Example says a lot. Do they see a boss they can believe in? Can they have faith in whom they follow? Commitment climbs when people see passion in the person out front. They catch the feeling. Commitment is a highly contagious thing. It carries a mental magnetism that captures the attention and enlists the energies of those who watch.

2. Commitment rarely comes without reciprocity. That is, we hardly ever get it from others without making some sort of commitments in return. As the ancient Greeks said, “Quid pro quo.” You have to be invested in the staff if you want them to be invested in their work.

3. Cohesiveness—the “we” spirit within the group—can wield heavy influence on commitment. The stronger ties between the people, the more those personal bonds serve to power individual effort. You can’t make camaraderie a job requirement. What you can do is encourage it and create a conducive environment that helps it happen spontaneously.
Vocabulary Power (page 24)
1. d
2. g
3. e
4. f
5. c
6. b
7. a
8. h

Practice Activity: Summarizing (page 30)
Answers will vary; but possible answers for #3 are: 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 12.

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 31)
1. F
2. T
3. T
4. F
5. F
6. T

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 32)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Summarizing (page 33)
Answers will vary.

Your Active Vocabulary in the Real World (page 34)
Answers will vary.

Rapid Vocabulary Review (page 35)
1. consistent
2. improve
3. necessary
4. catch
5. an ingredient
6. accomplish
7. complicated
8. glorious
9. workers
10. the origin
11. maximum
12. negative
13. way
14. in
15. set
16. turn
17. of
18. up
19. good
20. influence
Synthesizing: Writing Projects (page 36)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Log (pages 37–38)
Answers will vary.

**Unit 2 (pages 39–71)**

**Part 1**

Getting Started (page 40)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Knowing the Purpose for Reading (pages 41–42)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Practice Activity: Learning Synonyms (page 42)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Power (page 43)
1. e
2. a
3. f
4. b
5. d
6. h
7. g
8. c

Practice Activity: Understanding Details (pages 46–47)
1. how much water it holds, when it was built, where it is
2. Davis and Parker
3. Los Angeles, Las Vegas, San Diego, Phoenix
4. the Imperial Valley
5. Las Vegas

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 47)
1. c
2. b, c, e, f

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 48)
Answers will vary.
Practice Activity: Paraphrasing (pages 51–52)
Some suggested answers are listed. More than one answer is possible.
1. Answers may include: Farming in the region will be affected by the destruction of irrigation water supplies.
2. Roughly 2,000 megawatts of power is produced by the Hoover Dam.
3. Answers will vary.
4. Answers will vary.
5. Answers will vary.
6. Answers will vary.

Short Writing Tasks (page 53)
Answers will vary.

Part 2

Getting Started (page 54)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Preparing for a New Topic (page 56)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Previewing Difficult Vocabulary (page 57)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Power (page 58)
1. d
2. e
3. a
4. b
5. h
6. f
7. g
8. c

Practice Activity: Deciding If the Author’s Goals Were Met (page 62)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 63)
1. is
2. both huge and tricky
3. was not
4. slowly
5. easy
6. during

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 64)
Answers will vary.
Practice Activity: Narrowing the Topic (pages 66–67)
Answers will vary.

Your Active Vocabulary in the Real World (page 67)
Answers will vary.

Rapid Vocabulary Review (page 68)

1. hang
2. add water
3. an effect
4. pull
5. business
6. create
7. brilliant
8. old
9. small river
10. a place
11. move
12. an animal
13. set
14. desert
15. place
16. about
17. liquid
18. of
19. to
20. on

Synthesizing: Writing Projects (page 69)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Log (pages 70–71)
Answers will vary.

**Unit 3 (pages 72–108)**

**Part 1**

Getting Started (page 73)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Predicting (page 75)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Recognizing Parts of Speech (page 77)

1. verb (possible answers are: verify, testify)
2. noun OR adjective (possible answers are: beauty, treaty OR happy, sunny)
3. noun (possible answers are: kindness, sadness)
4. adverb (possible answers are: carefully, lightly)
5. noun (possible answers are: management, government)
6. verb in the past tense OR adjective (possible answers are: rented, missed)
7. adjective (possible answers are: beautiful, colorful)
8. noun (possible answers are: information, confusion)
9. adjective (possible answers are: toxic, meteoric)
10. adverb (possible answers are: optimal, conditional)
Vocabulary Power (page 78)
1. c
2. e
3. h
4. g
5. b
6. d
7. f
8. a

Practice Activity: Evaluating the Reading Experience (page 83)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 83)
1. F
2. T
3. T
4. T
5. F

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 84)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Understanding Direct Quotations (page 86)
Some suggested answers are listed. More than one answer is possible.
1. Answers will vary.
2. Answers may include choosing one part due to specialized or challenging vocabulary or difficulty paraphrasing, which may result in inaccurate content.
3. Answers may include states, claims, thinks, confirms, implies

Short Writing Tasks (page 87)
Answers will vary.

Part 2

Getting Started (page 88)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Previewing Text Patterns (page 90)
1. Kinesics: Motion and Communication, Gestures, Cultural Differences in Emblems, Posture, Eye Contact
2. Answers may include: Not all are listed. Only Kinesics is mentioned. The focus will be on one type.
3. Bold: proxemics, kinesics, paralanguage; Italics: hand purse, Why?, gesticulation, language-like gestures, pantomimes, gesture, emblems, V for Victory, namaste, wai, salaam, good-bye, come here, no. Bold is used for new vocabulary; italics is used for foreign words, special phrases, slogans, and new vocabulary.
4. Answers may include: The first sentence indicates the paragraph will be about gestures. It mentions “several different reasons,” which leads the reader to believe the section will be “several” paragraphs.

5. Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Identifying Coordinating Conjunctions and Similar Words (page 91)
Some suggested answers are listed. More than one answer is possible.
A. 1. however
   2. alternatively
   3. nevertheless
   4. therefore
B. as a result, therefore, so

Vocabulary Power (page 92)
1. a
2. c
3. e
4. h
5. b
6. d
7. f
8. g

Practice Activity: Drawing Conclusions from the Reading (page 99)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 100)
1. b
2. c, e, f
3. a

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 101)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Choosing a Logical Organization (page 103)
Some suggested answers are listed. More than one answer is possible.
1. a. cause/effect
   b. process
   c. compare/contrast
   d. priority, logical sections or divisions
2. a. next, then, first, second, third, later, before, after
   b. as a result, because of, since
   c. similar to, different from, like, as, just as, unlike
   d. next to, beside, above, below, around, near
3. Reading 1: chronological
   Reading 2: logical division
Your Active Vocabulary in the Real World (page 104)
Answers will vary.

Rapid Vocabulary Review (page 105)

1. important
2. categorize
3. crude
4. defect
5. advanced
6. disapprove
7. prefer
8. usual
9. pattern
10. appropriate
11. disagree
12. funny
13. eye
14. firm
15. meaning
16. events
17. for
18. finger
19. so
20. play

Synthesizing: Writing Projects (page 106)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Log (pages 107–8)
Answers will vary.

Unit 4 (pages 109–50)

Part 1

Getting Started (page 110)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Using SQ3R—Survey and Question (page 112)
Some suggested answers are listed. More than one answer is possible.
1. What is the real value of art?
2. How much are the Gardner paintings worth?
3. What is the problem with museum security?
4. When did art become so expensive?
5. What was the biggest problem with security?
6. Answers will vary.
7. Answers will vary.
8. Answers will vary.
Vocabulary Power (page 113)
1. e
2. h
3. d
4. b
5. f
6. c
7. a
8. g

Practice Activity: Using SQ3R: Read (page 115)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Completing an SQ3R Chart (page 120)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 121)
1. a
2. a, b, d, g

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 122)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Avoiding Plagiarism (page 124)
Answers will vary.

Short Writing Tasks (page 125)
Answers will vary.

Part 2

Getting Started (page 126)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Gauging Difficulty and Time Required (page 129)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Power (page 130)
1. f
2. e
3. b
4. d
5. c
6. a
7. g
8. h

Practice Activity: Creating Visual and Sensory Images (page 131)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Making Connections to Other Sources (pages 140–41)
Answers will vary. A partial sample is provided.
**Cézanne**

Lilla Cabot Perry

American artist who worked in the Impressionist style worked in the free form manner of her mentor, Claude Monet.

**Vétheuil**

suburb of Paris

**Argenteuil**

A city of northern France, a residential and industrial suburb of Paris on the Seine River.

**Monet’s Débâcles Paintings**

Series of approximately 250 oil paintings by French Impressionist Claude Monet (1840–1926). The paintings depict Monet’s flower garden at Giverny and were the main focus of Monet’s artistic production during the last thirty years of his life.

**Normandy**

A river thru Paris and other cities.

**Regattas**

Regatta is a series of boat races. The term typically describes racing events of rowed or sailed water craft, although some powerboat race series are also called regattas.

**Camille**


**Lillies Painting**

The Seine
Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 142)
1. good
2. Monet
3. excluded
4. life of fishermen
5. extreme weather
6. Vétheuil

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 143)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Making an Argument (page 145)
Answers will vary.

Your Active Vocabulary in the Real World (page 146)
Answers will vary.

Rapid Vocabulary Review (page 148)
1. increase
2. important
3. missing
4. respected
5. continue
6. perceptive
7. walk
8. steal
9. hobby
10. omit
11. keep
12. craziness
13. in
14. at
15. to
16. floods
17. and
18. transport
19. to
20. be

Synthesizing: Writing Projects (page 148)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Log (pages 149–50)
Answers will vary.

Unit 5 (pages 151–92)
Part 1

Getting Started (page 152)
Answers will vary.
Practice Activity: Determining When and How to Read Selectively (pages 155–56)
1. during the period between the Renaissance and the 17th century
2. St. Thomas Aquinas, Hugo Grotius, and the Magna Carta
3. The Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, the Bill of Rights, and the Constitution of the United States
4. United Nations
5. Fifth
Answers to the second set of questions will vary.

Vocabulary Power (page 157)
1. f
2. e
3. a
4. b
5. c
6. h
7. d
8. g

Practice Activity: Expanding Your Vocabulary (page 160)
Some suggested answers are listed. More than one answer is possible.
1. product, proficient, prologue
2. resist, subsist, insist
3. Answers will vary.
4. Answers will vary.
5. Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Using Background Reading to Prepare for More In-Depth Reading (page 165)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 166)
1. F
2. T
3. F
4. F
5. T
6. F

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 167)
Answers will vary.
Practice Activity: Using Citations (page 169)
Some suggested answers are listed. More than one answer is possible.
1. N (common knowledge)
2. N (general rule in a specific field)
3. Y (chart from an outside source)
4. Y (specific statistic, other people’s data)
5. N (your own data)
6. Y (information from lecture)
7. Y (information from speech)
8. N (general fact)
9. N (your own idea or opinion)
10. Y (information from an organization)

Short Writing Tasks (page 170)
Answers will vary.

Part 2

Getting Started (page 171)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Previewing the Type of Reading (Genre) (page 173)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Power (page 174)
1. b
2. e
3. f
4. a
5. h
6. d
7. g
8. c

Practice Activity: Making Text-to-Self Connections (page 175)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: What If You Still Don’t Understand? (page 183)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 184)
1. d
2. a, e, h
3. b

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 185)
Answers will vary.
Practice Activity: Writing about Problems and Solutions (page 187)
Answers will vary.

Your Active Vocabulary in the Real World (page 188)
Answers will vary.

Rapid Vocabulary Review (page 189)
1. fight
2. weak
3. stop, cease
4. confirm
5. follow the rule
6. solution
7. not accept; not agree
8. late
9. angry; bothered
10. attack
11. force to leave
12. promise
13. obliged
14. expensive
15. bear
16. issue
17. hand
18. mistake
19. problem
20. at

Synthesizing: Writing Projects (page 190)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Log (pages 191–92)
Answers will vary.

Unit 6 (pages 193–235)

Part 1

Getting Started (page 194)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Previewing Other Material in Your Book (page 198)
1. index of skills, series overview
2. self-editing checklist, peer editing checklist, common word parts
3. Answers will vary.
4. Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Power (page 199)
1. h
2. f
3. d
4. b
5. c
6. g
7. a
8. e
Practice Activity: Asking Questions as You Read (page 201)

SECTION 1
1. The characters are Wang Lung and his wife O-lan. Answers may include: They were poor, had a family, suffered famine and floods, worked hard, and/or never lost faith in the land.
2. 1931 (early twentieth century), China

SECTION 2
1. Answers may include: it made China less of a mystery to Americans and citizens of other countries. The characters make readers appreciate humanity.

SECTION 3
1. Answers may include: Opium Wars, Unequal Treaties, missionaries trying to convert the Chinese to Christianity, Boxer Uprising, Qing dynasty overthrown, People's Republic of China established, Northern Expedition

SECTION 4
1. The style is literary realism. Answers may include: It provided an accurate and detailed picture of ordinary people's lives. The characters are complex individuals and the plot is believable. It uses ordinary language, so readers feel like they are experiencing the events.

SECTION 5
1. Answers may include: It made the novel more “natural.” The author conveyed the openness she observed in China.

THE END
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Improving Retention and Recall (page 207)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 208)
1. d
2. c

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 209)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Revising (pages 212–13)
Answers will vary.

Short Writing Tasks (page 214)
Answers will vary.

Part 2
Getting Started (page 215)
Answers will vary.
Practice Activity: Which Strategies to Use? (page 216)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Power (page 217)
1. g
2. h
3. c
4. e
5. b
6. d
7. a
8. f

Practice Activity: Recognizing Essential Vocabulary that Organizes Ideas (page 219)
Answers will vary, but the word question in Paragraph 7 on p. 177 (both occurrences) is a good example.

Practice Activity: Which Strategies to Use? (page 226)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Reading for the Big Picture (page 227)
1. childhood in Nebraska
2. a combination of pioneers and puritans
3. immigration
4. preserving ethnic autonomy

Paraphrasing to Simplify (page 228)
Answers will vary.

Practice Activity: Understanding the Prompt (page 230)
Paraphrasing answers will vary.

1. Describe a novel you are familiar with and what you like about it.
2. In an essay, identify one theme in Buck’s novel and discuss how it is universal.
3. Explain two factors that influenced Buck.
5. Novels and poetry are two types of literature. Define each one and contrast them. State which you prefer and why.


7. The Good Earth seems to be influenced by the author’s life. Evaluate one event and explain how that event influenced the story.

Your Active Vocabulary in the Real World (page 231)
Answers will vary.

Rapid Vocabulary Review (page 232)

1. destroy
2. extremely big
3. think about; contemplate
4. poor
5. storyline
6. very small stream
7. prohibit; prevent
8. countryside
9. remember
10. unchanging; steady
11. sometimes
12. wild
13. of
14. with
15. from
16. turning
17. with
18. death
19. end
20. disasters

Synthesizing: Writing Projects (page 233)
Answers will vary.

Vocabulary Log (pages 234–35)
Answers will vary.